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Suggested Route wsbur
Abbey Foregate

9-12 Sept

There are frequent buses to and from the bus station along Abbey Foregate. Take the bus one way, walk the other! Pub tickers should note that the 8 service also
passes the Peackock and Darwin pubs which are a little too far out to include in a walking tour (details on WhatPub.com).
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These pubs had consistently high beer scores before lockdown
These pubs intend to have additional/special beers for the event
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The White Horse is part of the Joules estate and serves their range. A large, horseshoe shaped pub inside, it also has a
small outdoor area next to road. St Giles church nearby places a key role in the Cadfael stories.
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The Old Bell is made up of a number of small areas indoors and a small garden next to Bell Lane. There is also currently
some pavement seating. Serves mainly beers from the Marstons range, with occasional guests
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The Brick (to differentiate it from the Bricklayers in Copthorne) is sole tap in Shrewsbury for the New Brew brewery
(which brews beers under multiple names). A three room pub (one has a pool table) it also has an extensive secluded
beer garden to the rear.
The Abbey might seem a long, dry detour from this route, but it is well worth the 600m each way (or a short trip on the
No 1 bus. With 4-6 beers from many breweries, and at least one extra for this event, do take the trouble!
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The Dun Cow is reputed to be on the site of a hostel for workers on the nearby 11c abbey. However, the current
building is mainly Tudor in date. Regardless, it is a truly historic building serving two (sometimes three) beers usually
including a LocAle
The Seven Stars (at the time at writing) is only open Fri-Sun and is not serving real ale. It is a freehouse and has suffered
from flooding recently so deserves a little love! From the Dun Cow, you can follow the main road or pass down the side
of Home Bargains, through ASDA car park and under the railway to reach Old Coleham
The Boars Head has recently reintroduced cask ale to its offer, and now serves two or three well kept from the Marstons
range. A darts and doms pub with a strong locals base, but a warm welcome for visitors. Much of the car park is now
an outside drinking area, and there is a small terrace.
The same family has been serving Bass in the Cross Foxes since 1985 along with at least two, often three other ales. A
small, L-shaped locals darts and doms pub with a warm, welcoming interior. The M&B mild is, unfortunately, keg only.
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The Nags Head is an unspolied wet-led pub serving four of five ales, and has a surprise in store in its surprisingly large
rear garden - a 14th century hall house! It can get very busy at peak times.
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Not strictly part of this route, the Prince of Wales in Bynner St is the current West Midlands Pub of the Year and you
might think it worth another diversion (350m each way from the Boars Head). The pub serves 6 ales normally, but is
running a mini-festival Thurs 10 - Sun 13th

Other pubs to consider are: Crown (Coleham) not far from the Corss Foxes, a Marstons pub with garden views over the river; Hop &
Friar (Marstons) on the walk between the footbridge and the Nags Head, House of Grain (freehouse) on the corner with Wyle Cop
(mainly craft but with some cask, too); and Lion and Pheasant, a boutique hotel with a high end bar and Salopian ales.
Please follow the social distancing and hygiene rules in each pub. These have been carefully designed to match that particular pub and to
keep you, your group, pub staff, and others safe. They might change in response to the Regulations in force when you visit, so please be
aware of restrictions on numbers and number of households in your group. It is also more than usually important to drink responsibly to
protect yourself, your companions and emergncy responders. The QR code will take you to the Whatpub.com page for the Brick, and you can
find the others using the “nearby pubs” tab

